Theatre presents

So Near So Far

Words and Music by Missouri Composer Brett Kristofferson

Directed by Joy Powell and Scott Koonce

7:00 pm September 17 - 27 online presentations
Welcome to our online performance of So Near/So Far, a reprise from this past summer’s Larry D. Clark Summer Repertory Theatre!

The online performances in Fall’s line up are the culmination of hours of work by our Mizzou Theatre and Summer Repertory companies. While the Fall 2020 season continues to present us with different obstacles than any other in our history, we are still here, rising to the challenges, and bringing you stories that are worth telling because stories matter.

In our work during the past summer we presented a student-written, brand new musical, All the Spaces. Join us again in October when we will present selections from All the Spaces online.

With So Near/So Far we are thrilled to share with you Dr. Joy Powell and Scott Koonce’s production of 18 songs by Missouri’s own composer, Brett Kristofferson. This is a collection of Brett’s work from many different musicals and cabarets that he has created in his stellar career. We are also very excited to perform two new songs written especially for this show, “There Was a Song” and “The Summer of Our Discontent.”

Thank you for your support of our season and our work as we strive to create an atmosphere that is radically welcoming. A place where all voices can resonate. Though our physical proximity has changed, I know that we stand together for equity, diversity, inclusion and affirmation in all its forms.

Sit back, relax, and enjoy our performance as we proudly present, So Near/So Far.

M. Heather Carver,
Artistic Director and Chair
So Near, So Far
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Cast (in alphabetical order)

Jeffrey Adams
Lafe Arens
Joseph Belmore
Anthony Blatter
Keith Boyer
Quincy Brown
Avery Campbell
Reginald Coleman
Samuel Demuria
Isabel Fagre
Raynesha Green
Rob Hoffman
Cayla Jared
Nathan Le
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So Near, So Far Production Crew

Properties Artisan: Maggie Dittmer
Sound Assistants: Jake Price, De’Janna Scales-Hand
Master Electrician: Kristopher Hulsey
Production Assistant: Anna Huynh
Assistant Stage Managers: Michael Beverley, Claire Gray
Assistant Properties Artisan: Abby Land
Makeup Designer: Anna Campbell
Assistant Audio Engineer: Eliza Brooks, Rebekah Lass

Partial funding for our productions is provided by Chrisha’s Fund, an endowment established by her parents in memory of Chrisha L. Siebert, BA ’90.
Song List (order subject to change)

“There Was a Song”..........................Keith and Company
“This Love”....................................Zoë, Joey, Raynesha, Noah, and Murphy
“All I Know”....................................Averey
“All That Matters”............................Caleb and Isabel
“The Gospel According to Tammy Faye” (Lyrics by Jeff Dobbins)..................Shannah and Ensemble
“Wide Missouri Sky”........................Kasey
“Lead Me On”.................................Laila, Anthony and Company
“Something in the Way”..................Quincy, Amariah and Rob
“So Near, So Far Away”....................Raynesha and Cydni
“Billy and the Night”.......................Joel
“The Lizzie Borden Rag” (Lyrics by Brent Peterson)..................Dani, Jason and Ensemble
“Every Day Trio”.............................Symonne, Keith and Kasey
“All the Children”............................Dacia
“WTF, Disney”................................Anna, Kathryn, and Shannah
“Brother to Brother”.........................Sam
“This Time”....................................Symonne
“Take One Step”..............................Cayla, Allison, Lafe, Tia, Dakota, Reginald, and Company
“The Summer of Our Discontent”......Jeff, Amariah, and Nathan

Director’s Notes

In these unprecedented times… Joy and I have joked about the excessive amount of times we have heard this phrase on television in the past several months, but it really is the most accurate phrase for our current situation and more specifically for the way you are watching this show. Who would have thought we would rehearse an entire show on Zoom, film most numbers one at a time, and never see or hear the final product until it was all edited together? With so many in the entertainment industry looking for ways to continue to create I’m grateful for the opportunity to work with this group of talented artists, even if it was unusual. I’m also grateful for the chance to tell these stories by one of my favorite composers and friends. I don’t think it’s possible for me to choose a favorite song from the Brett Kristofferson songbook. I love the way the lyrics paint a clear picture and give us a glimmer of hope in every story that he tells. A glimmer of hope is what we need right now. It’s what I need. It may be a long time before live theatre as we know it returns. But isn’t theatre about the memories? So is it ever really far away?

Scott Koonce
Co-Director So Near So Far

To say this the world has turned upside down is an understatement! As we all know, life as has shifted and “normal” is a word that we don’t use anymore. Even with all the changes, more than ever, those of us that call ourselves artists must enact our creative spirits. Humankind needs to be reminded of the power that stories have on our present
and our future. Artists are essential and every single company member are thrilled to bring you So Near So Far. Each of the 18 songs share a unique narrative about the human condition from very funny moments to very serious ones and every kind of moment in between. The journey can be a challenging one, with many setbacks, but if we stick together there is no limit to how far we can go!

Theatre is always born out of a talented and deeply committed group of people coming together to create something that would not be possible for them to construct on their own. This summer has required collaboration at the highest level possible. This company of performers, technicians, staff, production team and designers has worked tirelessly to put together a diverse and exciting season of theatre for you. We feel the need to create now, more than ever before and we want to continue to give our audience the quality performances they have come to expect from Mizzou Theatre. Thank you so much for your support over the years! Here’s to many more!

Joy Powell
Co-Director So Near So Far
Director of the Larry D. Clark Summer Repertory Theatre

Composer’s Notes

2020 has plunged performing artists into strange waters. With venues all over rightly closed to large gatherings we in this community owe Dr. Joy Powell and Dr. Heather Carver a debt of gratitude for seeing ahead of our circumstances and committing to a streaming theatre season. So here we are.

The oldest song in this show is 28 years old. The two newest were written weeks ago. Some are quite specific to the shows for which they were written, with story lines about track running brothers at odds, a student strike to protest conditions at an African American high school in 1951, about Tammy Faye Bakker’s post-scandal rise to promote love and acceptance. My hope for these and everything I put on paper is that they will somewhere get at what it is to push through this life with grit, some humor, some snark, some questioning, some leaning in. We are all of us in this together, like it or not.

Brett Kristofferson
Composer
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Stories matter.
Come experience the ones we tell.

Join us virtually this season!
Tickets available online at
theatre.missouri.edu

So Near, So Far
7 pm September 17 - 27

Selections from All The Spaces
7 pm October 14 - 25

18th Annual
Life and Literature Performance Series
7 pm November 4 - 15

theatre.missouri.edu

Follow Mizzou Theatre on Facebook
facebook.com/MizzouTheatre

Check our website for more information about the shows and downloadable programs.